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ANNUAL REPORT 2007
The Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee is a volunteer organization whose
purpose is to reduce harm to the environment and human health caused by the use and improper
disposal of household hazardous waste. The Committee aims to:
Educate the public to the dangers of hazardous waste.
Encourage the use of less hazardous products in the home.
Promote proper disposal of household hazardous waste.
Support local agencies which reflect/promote our mission.
During 2007 the Committee initiated a program to reduce the use of toxic products in lawn and
garden care, hosted booths at the Upper Valley Home Life Exhibition and at the Mascoma
Health Initiative, provided volunteers for household hazardous waste collections and continued
to maintain a regional website.
Toxicity Reduction Program would educate on environmentally safe lawn and garden care
through an article in town newsletters or an insert in utility bills. Towns have been contacted and
the information will go out winter and spring of 2008. A bookmark size summary of this
information was distributed at collections.
Event Booths The Household Hazardous Waste Committee’s booth at the Upper Valley Home
Life Exhibition again focused on non-toxic lawn and garden care and also supplied information
on hazardous waste disposal and alternative cleaning recipes.
The booth at the Mascoma Health Initiative in Canaan consisted of similar displays and
information and gave us exposure in another area of the Upper Valley.
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Support The committee provided volunteer support
at the Lebanon collections, keeping waiting times short and residents informed.
In New Hampshire 1,575 households brought 2,400lbs. of waste to collections in Lebanon,
Newport and Sunapee. In Vermont 1,115 households contributed 10,055 gallons of waste.
Collections were held in Hartford, Woodstock, Thetford, Vershire, W. Fairlee, Bridgewater,
Pomfret, Norwich, Sharon and Strafford.
Website www.uvhhw.org provides detailed information about:
when and where this year’s collections will be held and who may attend
what you can and cannot bring
less toxic recipes for cleaning solutions
links to other regional authorities
Funding A generous grant from the Dorothy Byrne Foundation is supporting our educational
work.
The Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee is made up of volunteers from Upper
Valley towns. We invite anyone interested to attend our meetings and become involved.
Margaret Bragg
Hanover, NH
Joyce Noll
Etna, NH
Jenny DeVost
UVLSRPC
Lili Paxson
Hanover, NH
Charlotte Faulkner Hanover, NH
Marjorie Rogalski
Hanover, NH
Joy Gaine
Thetford, VT
Barbara Whitman, Chair Lebanon, NH
John Hurd
GUVSWD
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ANNUAL REPORT 2008
The Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste committee is a volunteer organization whose
purpose is to reduce harm to the environment and human health caused by the use and improper
disposal of household hazardous waste. The Committee aims to:





Educate the public to the dangers of hazardous waste.
Encourage the use of less hazardous products in the home.
Promote proper disposal of household hazardous waste.
Support local agencies which reflect/promote our mission.

During 2008 the Committee continued to maintain a regional website, hosted a booth at the
Upper Valley Home Life Exhibition, provided volunteers for the household hazardous waste
collections at the Lebanon Landfill, and met with Marc Morgan, Solid Waste Manager for
Lebanon to learn more about the Landfill and Recycling Center and the services they provide.
Website www.uvhhw.org provides detailed information about:





Where and when the hazardous waste collections are this year and who may attend.
What you can and cannot bring.
Less toxic recipes for cleaning solutions.
Links to other regional authorities.

Event Booth The Household Hazardous Waste Committee’s booth at the Upper Valley Home
Life Exhibition featured information on collections in the area including dates and what
materials are and are not accepted. Pesticide free lawn and garden care continued to be a focus.
Alternative cleaning recipes were distributed. Also, material was available on mercury and
fluorescent light bulb use and disposal.
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Support The committee provided volunteer support
at the collections held at the Lebanon Landfill, keeping waiting times short and residents
informed. A total of 480 households from Canaan, Enfield, Hanover, Lebanon, Lyme, Orford,
Plainfield, Springfield and Cornish brought waste to two collections at the Lebanon Landfill.
Toxicity Reduction Program Bookmark size summaries of information on environmentally
safe lawn and garden care were included in the town of Hartford’s utility bills. These summaries
were also distributed to town offices and libraries where they were available to the public.
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The Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee is made up of volunteers from Upper
Valley towns. We invite anyone interested to attend our meetings and become involved.
Margaret Bragg, Hanover, NH
Vickie Davis, Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission
Charlotte Faulkner, Hanover, NH
John Hurd, Greater Upper Valley Solid Waste District
Joyce Noll, Etna, NH
Barbara Whitman, Chair, Lebanon, NH

— Reduce the use of toxics in your home, and responsibly dispose of what waste you do generate —

Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee
ANNUAL REPORT 2010
During 2010 the Committee continued to maintain a regional website (www.uvhhw.org), provide
educational outreach, and support the HHW collections.
Home & Life Show Event Booth: The Household Hazardous Waste Committee's booth in
March 2010 featured information on collections in the area including dates and what materials
are and are not accepted. Prescription and over-the-counter medicine examples and management
options were provided.
Other materials included information on rechargeable batteries, fluorescent light bulbs, auto
batteries, antifreeze, and mercury-containing devices such as button batteries, thermostats, and
thermometers. Pesticide free lawn and garden care continued to be a focus. Alternative cleaning
recipes were distributed. A large map displayed the household hazardous waste collections in the
area with their dates, times, and contacts for further information.
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Support: The committee provided volunteer support
at the collections held at the Lebanon Landfill, keeping waiting times short and residents
informed. A total of 498 households from Cornish, Enfield, Goshen, Hanover, Lebanon,
Lempster, Lyme, Newbury, Orford, Piermont, Plainfield, Springfield, Sunapee, Unity and
Wilmot brought waste to two collections at the Lebanon Landfill in July and September. Over
160 households from those towns brought waste to the Newbury, NH collection in August.
Unwanted Medicine Collections: Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center Outpatient Pharmacy
partnered with the Upper Valley HHW Committee to provide unwanted medicine collection. At
the two Lebanon collections, 84 households brought unwanted medicines for proper disposal. At
the Newbury, NH collection, 17 households brought unwanted medicines.
Proper handling of unwanted medicines is strictly regulated. A police officer must oversee the
process and a pharmacist must determine the type of medication and document all “controlled”
medicines (those having “street value”). The controlled substances are taken by the police
officer at the end of the collection and stored at the police department until taken for
incineration. The non-controlled medications are taken by the HHW contractor and incinerated
with other materials collected.
The Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee is made up of volunteers from Upper
Valley towns. We encourage anyone interested to attend our meetings and become involved.
Contact Joyce Noll, Chair at 643-3083 for more information.

